
2 x 2m cut rope
(4mm diameter)

1x keyring

What you will also need:

a scissor

some tape 

enough space for knotting
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DIY-KIT 
Macramé keychain

We bring the popular macramé into your own 4 walls! Treat 
yourself to a little creative time out and knot this classic macramé 
keyring with us. In our video tutorial, we show you the macramé 
knotting technique and the design possibilities.

Let yourself be inspired and design your keychain according to 
your wishes. With our DIY-Kit you are ready to go!

Just copy the link to get to the video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbJNO3oVJ2c

For your KEys: knot yourself a 
personalised macramé keychain

Follow HORST
Instagram: @horst.diy
Facebook: @horstdiy
Pinterest: @horstdiy

#Horstingathome

HORST DIY Concepts GmbH
Poppenbütteler Weg 25
22339 Hamburg
040 299 967 153
E-Mail: moin@horst.com
WWW.HORST.COM

Get more Information on our Website.

You can find more DIY-Kits at: horst.com/collections/diy-kits
·

What‘s included:



Step 1

Step 2 Step 4

Step 3

Take the 1 metre long cotton rope and wrap it around the 
middle so that you have an open loop. 
Pull the loop through the key ring and then thread the two 
ends of the rope through the loop. Then tighten the loop 
around the key ring and repeat with the second rope.

Tape the ring to your table so that it can't slip away. 
Now move on to the first macramé knot and the pattern of 
your keychain. Take the four strands and start to put the 
right one over the middle ones, the left one over the right 
one, under the two middle ones, into the loop and then 
tighten the whole thing. Now tie the knots alternately - 
mirror-inverted. With the twisted version you always tie in 
the same direction.

Now place the rope on your macramé with the loop 
facing downwards and let the small end of the rope 
peek over your last knots. Wrap the rope around a few 
times until you have reached the bottom, put the end 
through the loop and hold it with your fingers. Now pull 
on the small piece of rope that you left sticking out at 
the top. This will pull the loop under your wrapped 
rope. Cut the remains of your ropes and your keyring is 
ready!

When you notice that your rope is near the end,
leave a piece of rope and start shaping the end. To do 
this, cut a piece from one of  the longer ropes of your 
keychain and fold it into a loop. Make sure that the loop  
has a shorter and a longer end.

Ready!
And with that, you've already done it!

Show us your result on Instagram. Just tag us with
@horst.diy in your post - we're excited!

This diy-Kit was packed with love in 
Hamburg Bahrenfeld


